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Nov 21, 2019 Mirror version Gameplay As the story is set in Victorian-era London, the player takes the role of
Abstergo Industries' "Founder". The player is given the opportunity to expand the Abstergo Corporation after its
creation in 1869. The player navigates an alternative history, attempting to stop the philanthropist John Watson (Harvey
Keitel) and his nephew John Altmann (Tobias Segal) from taking over a new worldwide corporation. Throughout the
game, the player controls. The game combines the parkour and combat styles, objectives, and puzzles of Assassin's
Creed, combining traditional stealth-based gameplay with platforming mechanics. The player is able to infiltrate locales
and avoid enemies through environmental puzzles and parkour, but can also kill enemies to steal their weapons. The
player can choose to pursue the "dark" or "light" path; the side of the story that the player chooses will affect the
outcome of story events. To further increase the difficulty, objectives can be completed in different orders. To advance,
the player can complete side missions that lead to new locations, new weapons, and additional assassination targets. The
player can spend skills on skills that affect the player's movement, combat, and stealth, allowing them to adapt to their
environment. Plot The player begins as a thief who steals important data and documents from the Abstergo Industries
vault in the catacombs beneath London. The player is discovered and trapped in the vault, before being rescued by
Watson and Altmann, who turn out to be the leader of a mafia-like organization. The player is blackmailed and
imprisoned for several years, but escapes. Upon their escape, they contact a local church to acquire a key and an ancient
manuscript in the hope that they will help them find redemption and escape. The player infiltrates the asylum that has
imprisoned Watson. Finding clues from the manuscript, the player learns about the Creed; a set of rules to follow to
become an Assassin. They also learn about a mythological order of assassins known as the Assassin's Brotherhood. The
player learns that the true founder of the Abstergo Corporation was not James Moriarty, but William Kirkin's brother
Benjamin. Due to a battle between Moriarty and Kirkin that occurred while the brothers were still children, the two
reached a truce and agreed to work together, with Moriarty being in charge. During the first decade of their business
relationship, Kirkin realized that Mori 570a42141b
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